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Introduction
• Part of the interdisciplinairy project: OptiLight - Mathematical Optimizations for Human Centric 

Lighting financed by TTW and conducted within the bilateral cooperation between Philips Lighting 
B.V. and the TU/e

• Despite growing understanding of the impact of light on wellbeing, performance and circadian 
rhythms, benefits of this understanding cannot (yet) easily be harvested in practical systems.

• There is a lack of scalable algorithms that can be used in automated systems.
• There is a huge gap between results obtained in controlled environments and practical deployment.

• This project aims at developing Models for Human Centric Lighting based on field studies.
• Luminance distribution is expected to be important for visual aspects.

I. Methodology
• Research question: How is lighting quality measured

such that recommendations can be formed for
implementation in optimizations algorithms?

• Literature Study: How is Lighting Quality defined? 
Which aspects influence Lighting Quality?

• Measuring (Theoretical): What are normative Lighting
Quality aspects? How is Lighting Quality efficiently
measured? 

• Measuring (Practical): 
What are recommendations 
for Lighting Quality and 
Operation?

• Quantified Models: How 
can we translate 
recommendations into 
quantified Models? 

II. Lighting Quality

III. Measuring LQ

• Definition: “Good quality 
lighting is lighting that allows you 
to see what you need to see 
quickly and easily and does not 
cause visual discomfort but 
raises the human spirit” [1]

• Lighting Quality can be
considered a construct.

• Based on literature lighting
quality aspects are listed and
weighted according to the
number of occurences.

• Variable aspects can be
optimized by control algorithms, 
fixed aspects cannot. 
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• A practical and
autonomous Luminance
Distribution 
Measurement device 
has been developed [2]

• Multiple LQ indicators 
originate from the
luminance distribution.
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Specifications:
• Accuracy in range 

3.0% to 17.5%
• Cycle duration = 

35s
• Measurement time 

= 8s
• Components: €150
• Web interface

Developed by 
students from Team 
LITT

• Hence, the device provides opportunities
to measure overal Lighting Quality on the
run.

• Measurement protocol is being
developed to achieve highest accuracy
for unobtrusive measurements in a living 
lab.
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